
OTIS REVISED MCI SCORING DATA 
19 July 2005 

The purpose of this document is to outline all revised Mission Capability Index 
(MCI) Military Value attributes and provide quantitative justification. Otis has 
determined at least 9 of the 23 attributes of MCI score were incorrectly calculated due to 
erroneous/missing data and programming errors. This results in a new score of 61.82. 
The attributes highlighted in red are the incorrect attributes. Yellow highlights indicate 
there are additional scoring increases that could not be accounted for due to 
limitedlinaccurate information released by OSD. The Tab number references the 
question asked by OSD, Otis' analysis, and corrected response. 

Mission Compatibility Index - Effective Weights (Fighter MCI) I 

mting Amaa 
1203 Access to Adequate Supersonic Airspace 6.72 2.69 6.05 
1266 Range Complex (RC) Supports Mission 11.95 6.95 6.95 

I 1 3 kontinaencv. Mobilization. Future Forces I 
I I I I 

1214 Fuel Dispensing Rate to Support Mobility and Surge 2.64 0.71 0.71 
1241 Ability to Support Large-Scale Mobility deploy me^ 1.76 0.44 1.76 

6 Growth Potential 560 
213 Attainment 1 Emission Budget Growth Allowance 1.68 1.01 1.01 

1205.1 Buildable Acres for Industrial Operations Growth 1.96 1.96 1.96 
1205.2 Buildable Acres for Air O~erations Growth 1 .96 1.47 1 47 
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Scores were recalculated using the algorithms 
described in Department of the Air Force Analysis and 
Recommendations BRAC 2005 (Volume V, Part 2 of 2). 
Seven of nine attributes were accurately recalculated 
using missing data. In one case, attributelequation 1266 
(Tab 8), the algorithm described did not replicate the 
posted scores and therefore could not be accurately 
used to assess our true value using missing data. In 
another case, attribute 1203 (Tab 7), the listed score is 
incorrect when using the posted algorithm and actual 
OSD data. Otis' recalculated MCI score was 61.82 
without any additional credit for attribute 1266. This 
MCI ranks Otis #24 out of 154 bases for Fighter 
Missions (see scores at right). 

Microsoft Excel was used to recalculate six of 
the nine attribute scores. Formula 1245 was replicated 
using a combination of ArcGIS and Excel. All files are 
included on the CD. 

Each tab will show the question and formula 
provided by OSD, followed by the recalculated score. 
The tab will also include auditable background 
information used for the recalculation. 

Data used in scoring questions 127 1, 1245, 
1270, 1203, and 1266 was provided at the HAF level. 

. . -. . . . . -. . . . - 
1 1 1 Eielson AFB I 69.09 
12 lluke AFB 69.06 

49 IMcEntire AGS I 
50 IRichrnond IAP AGS 
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Tab 1 

If installation has no nmvay or no active nuway. or no setviceable. 
suitable r'1~1w1y then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared" for details. 

Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 
Formula # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

If the average number of days >= 300, get 100 points. 
Orhenvise. if the average number of days .== 250. get 0 points. 
Othenvise. pro-rate the average number of days between 250 and 300 on a 
0 to 100 scale. 

Fiater 
Cunent / Fuhxe hfission 
Operating Envisoiltllent 
12 7 1 
Prevailing Installation Weather Condihous 
5.52 
Check the average number of days atmually the prevailing weather is 
better than 3000ti3 Nautical Miles (X'hl). 

Example: 
The average iituilber of days amually where the prevailing weather is 
better tllan 3000t/3 Nh4 is 275. 275 is ldfway between 2.50 arid 300. for a 

I score of 50. 
Source ( AFCCC Clllllatolopical tables 

Data for this question came from HAF (AFWA) according to USAF Questionaire 
Definitions 

127 1 A I ~  Operations - Prevailing Neather 

TEXT 
For cnstallat~ons with an actlve rilnpway, hojv many days each year. averaged oter 30 years s#;;as the prevailmg 
weather better than 300C?:3NM? 
AMPLIFICATION 

(HAF. AFlXO to Itst bases of ~nterest: AFWA to answer! Record each insta1:atton entri in daydyear. Answer 
should be weather data for the installation a~eraged ode- 30 years (CY 1973 - ZCO3 j 

Using data attained from AFCCC, Asheville NC, historical data over the past 30 years 
results in 72.5% of the days (or 264.6 days a year) meeting the criteria. This equates to an 
additional 1.6 more points in the MCI. The data sheets are on the next page. 
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OLOBM CUMATOLOOY BRANCH 

twmxwr~~~  FRWUENCY OF CKXXRRENCE OF cauw VERSUS wsimun 
MCCC. ASHEVlLLE NC FROM HOURLY OBSERVATIONS 

STATION NUMBER: 725060 STATION NAME: CMis ANGB MA PERiOO OF RECORD. JAN 1973 - NOV 2004 
UfC  TO LST: -5 MONTH: ANN HOURS. ALL 

- - 
CEILING VISIBILITY IN MILES 
IN ) GE GE GE GE 

5 4 q  

GE GE GE GE GE GE GE GE GE GE GE 

FEET / 7 6 2112 2 1 % 1 1 W  1  3 4  5B 112 3l0 ti4 0 
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Tab 2 

Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 
Formula # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

Fighter 
Current / Futwe Mission 
Geo-locational Factors 
1245 -- .-  

Proximity to Aisspace Suipposting hlission (ASM) 
22.08 
If installation has no runway or no active IIU~WI~. or no sewiceable. 
suitable nurvay then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared" for details. 

All airspace over 150 Nautical Miles (NM) away will be ignored. See 
OSD # 1245. coluw12. (NIA means more than 250 IW.)  Data is in OSD 
#s 1266, 1245 and 1274 rus t  be matched via co l~um 1 iu each question. 

Calculate each of the subcategolies scores listed below. and weight as 
listed. 
159,o Aisspace Voltme (A\? 
159% Operating Hours (OH) 
109.0 Scoreable Range (SR) 
1 1.2536 Air to Ground Weapons Delive~y (AGWD) 
.7Wb LOW Angle Strafe (LA) 
3$0 Live ordnance (LO) 
59.0 IMC Weapon Release (IW) 
54.6 Electronic Combat (EC) 
1O0,,o Laser Use Au t l~  (LU) 
10°o Lights Out Capable (LC) 
5% Flare Autli. (FA) 
5% Chaff Auth. (C.4) 

Each of the subcatecposies use the following general patten1 for calculating 
them: 

Check the conespondhg suibcatego~y in fo~m~ila #1266. If it would get 0 
poults for that subcategoiy. get 0 points here also. 
Othemise, Compute a raw total for the subcatecpo~y for the base according 
to this foimula: 
For each airspace: 
If the distance to the airspace is > 1 SO miles. get 0 points. 
Othe~wise, if the distance to the aitspace = 150 ~lliles. get 10 points. 
Othenvise, if the distance to the airspace = SO miles, get 100 points. 
Otheitvise. pro-rate the distance to the airspace from 50 miles to 150 miles 
on a I00 to 10 point scale. 

Once you have a base raw suibcatego~y total, find the higl~est, and the 
lowest, non-zero raw total for the subcategoly across all bases. 
If the raw total = 0. that sutbcaten;oi-y score = 0. 
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Else, if the raw total = the lqghest raw total. the subcategory score = 100. 
Else, if the raw total = the lowest. non-zero raw total. the subcatepo~y 
score = 10. 
Else, pro-rate the raw total between the lowest non-zero raw total and the 
highest saw total on a 10 to 100 scale. 

I 
Source 

L 

Ouce each score for each subcatego~y is h o w ,  multiply them by their 
respective weighting percentage and total the results for the overall score. 
The overall mechanisul is veqr siirlilar to that of foimula #1266. 

- 

FLIP AP-1.4; IFR Sqp :  Falcon View or other certified flight planning 
sohvare 

The range data used in the calculations did not include 10 key airspaces within 150NM of 
Otis; MOT A,B,C,D MAC 12,13, and LASER N,S,E,W. In addition, numerous attributes were 
listed incorrectly in the OSD data-files. The following spreadsheet highlights the missing and 
erroneous data, which was corrected and used to rescore the question. 
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When these errors/omissions are factored into the algorithm, Otis earns an additional 2.72 point 
for these airspaces. It is important to note that W105 was scored only as 2 separate airspaces. 
Following the pattern of other similar type airspaces, it should have actually been scored as 
SEVEN separate airspaces (W lO5A through G). Doing such would have GREATLY increased 
the score based on the methodology used in the algorithms. This is explained in detail in our 
MCI Methodology point paper. The following map depicts the missing airspaces. The FAA 
Memorandum of Agreement is included immediately after. 
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Tab 3 
Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 
~ormuG # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

Fighter 
Cweut / Fuitwe Mission 
Geo-locational Factors 
197n 
i- I V 

Suitable Auxiliaw Airfields With 50NM 

Identi@ nuways w i t h  50 NM of the installation that are S.000ft x 150ft 
or gseater and are suitable for use as an auxilialy muway. 

If installation has no nmway or no active ~'llti~vay. or no sewiceable. 
suitable nuway then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared for details. 

For each airfield listed 111 OSD Question 1270. if it is > 50 nautical miles 
@&l) away, it is not qualified to be colwted. See OSD Question 1270. 
col~um 2 for tllis data. (N/A equals not ql~alified.) 

If the couuit >= 3, get 100 points. 
Othelwise, if the couut = 2. _pet 75 points. 
Othenvise, if the couwt = 1. get 50 points. 
Othewise, get 0 points. 

Example: 
There are thee airfields listed, Alpha, Bravo and Charlie, at distances 
away of 20.40. and 200 mi away respectively. Alpha and Bravo are 
both within the 50 &%I limit. SO they are qualified. Charlie is 200 NM 
away. which is > 50 NM, so it is not qualified. The ntunber of qualified 
airfields for al~il ialy use = 2. which results lll a score of 75 points. 
FLIP and Falcon View (or any other testified flight plamling sohvare) 

In the Otis score for this formula, credit was only given for one auxiliary airfield, Logan 
International. Quonset State Airport (Org 157, KOQU) located in Rhode Island, was NOT 
included as a viable auxiliary airfield. OSD data shows the runway was a viable alternate 
runway within 50 miles. Quonset shows Otis as an auxiliary airfield in the OSD data (i.e. within 
50 NM). 

Section 1 AirlSpace Operations, Question 9 Run~wys 

2 Diltrnce 
Main Runway 
to Aux field 

Or9 1 AirCHld Name (Text) (NM) 
157 GENERAL EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN INn 49.5 
157 OTS ANOB 40.2 
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Tab 4 
Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 
Formula # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

Source 

Fighter 
Condition of hfiastmchae 
Key Mission II. astixcture 
1221 
Hangar Capability - Small Aircraft 
3.88 
Check to see if the installation has Aircraft Haugar Facilities that will 
accouunodate F- 15 sized aircraft: state the uwnber of F- 15-sized acft 16 1 ft  
long x S5ft winigspau x 19ft high) that can fit 111 the hstallatiou's 
inaintenance hangars without modification. 

If the lllstallation has no luuway or no active nmway, or no seiviceable. 
suitable runway then score 0 pts. See sectiou 1.9 "Shared" for details. 

Othenlse, stun the nwubes of aircraft the hwgars can hold. See OSD 
Questiou 1221, cohurm 2 for this data. (33.4 equals 0.) 

If the sluu is >= 24 aiscraft. get 100 points. 
If the slnu = 6 aircraft. get 25 points. 
If the swu is < 6 aircraft. get 0 poults. 
Othenvise, pro-rate the number of aircraft between 6 and 24 on a 25 to 
100 point scale. 

Esample: 
1) There are 7 hangars at the installation. with the followins cavacities: 0, 
0, 1.2.2.0. alld 0.-for a s~un  of 5 aircraft. That is less than6 aGcraft, so 
the score is 0. 

2) There are 7 hangars at the installation. with the followiug capacities: 1. 
3, 3,2.2.3,  and 2. for a sum of 15 aircraft. 15 is halfway between 6 and 
24, for a score of 50. 
Real Property Records. Record Drawin_ns. UFC 3-260-01 

Otis was given credit for only 15 Hangar spaces. Upon further review, Otis did not take 
full credit for their potential hangar spaces. Total hangar capacity for small aircraft is proved to 
be 3 1. The following map with official real property record (SAF MIL7 1 15 Report) listed 
quantities show these locations. The map is to scale. 
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Tab 5 

Criterion 
Attribute 
Formula # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

Key Mission hlfiastlvctuse 
1232 --- - 

Sufficient Explosives-sited Parking 
2 L C  
J . u - 7  

List the number of esplosives-sited palling spots by MDS (Mission 
Design Series). 

If installation has no nmway or no active ~ ~ u w a y ,  or no seilriceable. 
suitable iwnvap then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared" for details. 

Total the u~uuber of explosives sited parking spots. See OSD Question 
1232, colwmi 2 for tllis data. (N/A equals 0.) 

If the total >= 47, get 100 poiuts. 
Othenvise. if the total >= 24. get 66 points. 
Otheiwise. if the total :-= 12, get 33 poiuts. 
Otheilse. get 0 points. 

Example: 
The installatioil bas two listiugs for esplosive sited parliiu~ spots, with 5 
and 20 respectively. which totals to 25. 
25 is between 24 and 47. so the score is 66 points. 

MhWN 91 -201. Explosives Safety Sta~darcls; Installation Esplosives 
Site Plan 

Otis entered 18 explosive loaded sites based on current assigned aircraft and existing 
explosives site plan. The question did not ask what is the installations capabilitykapacity for 
explosive sited parking. Otis has 102 explosives loaded aircraft spots with no waivers or 
exceptions. This leads to an additional 2.44 points on the MCI score. Map from Tab 4 depicts in 
excess of 50 of the 102 loadable spots. 
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Tab 6 
Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 

Question 

Source 

Condition of hfrastrllchue 
Key Mission Infrashuchue 
12'73 - -- - 
Sufficient Munitions Storage 
4.79 
List illrrxinnl~n explosive capacity for the installation's hazard 
classification Class 1.1 rmritions storage areas. in po~uids. &faximum 
assumes F- 1 17 1 S PAA (GBU-27) and F/A-22 24 PAA (GBU-32 & AIL1 
120). 

If installation has no nmrvay or no active imnvay, or no serviceable, 
suitable numay then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared" for details. 

Othewise. total the capacity. See OSD questiou 1233. co l~um 1 for this 
data. (N/A means 0.) 

If the total )= 353 12. set 100 points. 
Othenvise, if the total -,= 38520. get 75 points. 
Othenvise, if the total --.= 19260. get 25 pollits. 
Othemise. get 0 points. 

Example: 
There are two storage areas. with a capacity of 10.000 each. for a total of 
20,000. 20,000 is between 19.260 and 38.250, so the score is 25 points. 
AFhIA,hJ 91 -201. Explosives Safety Standards; Installation Explosives 
Site Plan 

This answer to this question is munitions specific. A different answer will apply based 
on MDS and weapon system. The original answer was based on the approved site plan, which 
was based on a normal, realistic amount of explosive storage that was not MDS specific. It was 
not approved based on MDS capacity at the time. The following documentation shows how 
different munitions will change the final answer. The munitions storage area located at Otis is 
capable and approved to store HC 1.1 AIM Series Missiles totaling 3 1,104 lbs of NEW in each 
of the 40' X 80' Earth Covered Igloo's for a total capacity of 62,208 lbs. This leads to an 
additional 4.79 points in the MCI. The second two letters break down the maximum storage 
capacity based on Aim Series designation. 
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.. ...- 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
102D FIGHTER WING (ACC) 

MASSACHUSETTS AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
OTIS AIR NATIONAL GUARD BASE MASSACHUSETTS 

17 June 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM 1 0 2 ~ ~  Fighter Wing Safety Office 
158 Reilly St., Box 15 
Otis ANGB, MA. 02542-1330 

SUBJECT: Sufficient Munitions Storage, Otis ANGB 

1. The maximum explosive capacity hazard classification 1.1 by missile system, in pounds, 
without waivers. 

2. AFMAN 91 -201, par. 3.34, Explosive Safety Standards gives detailed guidance in the proper 
storage of AIM Series Missiles and adding the total hazard classification 1.1, in pounds. Testing 
has been completed and proven that detonation of warheads in All Up Round Containers 
(AURC's) will not propagate to any adjacent container either vertically or horizontally. 
Therefore, Maximum Credible Event (MCE) would be one AURC of four missiles when 
calculating Inhabited Building Distance / Quantity Distance ( E D  / QD). The 40' X 80' Earth 
Covered Igloo's were built for the purpose to store AIM Series Missiles Hazard Class 1.1 to their 
physical capacity and at the same time comply with all site planning requirements. 

3. The 102"~ Fighter Wing is capable and is approved to store HC 1.1 AIM Series Missiles 
totaling 3 1,104 lbs in each of the 40' X 80' Earth Covered Igloo's. 

Nsignedll 
JOHN V. NOLAND, SMS, MA ANG 
Ground/Explosive Safety Manager 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
102D FIGHTER WING (ACC) 

MASSACHUSETTS AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
OTIS AIR NATIONAL GUARD BASE MASSACHUSETTS 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM 1 0 2 ~ ~  Fighter Wing Safety Office 
158 Reilly St., Box 15 
Otis ANGB, MA. 02542-1330 

SUBJECT: AIM Series Missile break down 

1. AIM-7 with WAU-17 warhead (36 Ibs) 

144 lbs per container 
216 AURC's in each igloo stacking them 6 high 
3 1,lM Ibs in each igloo 
AURC demes ions 

o 15' long X 3'.75' wide X l'.7 high 

2. AIM-7 with WAU-10 warhead (26 Ibs) 

104 lbs per container 
Same AURC used as above 
22,464 lbs in each igloo 

3. AIM-9X Missile, warhead (7.9 lbs) 

3 1.6 Ibs per container 
200 AURC's in each igloo stacking them 5 high 
6,320 Ibs in each igloo 
AURC dimensions 

o 11'.5longX3'.5wideX 1'.9high 

//signed// 
JOHN V. NOLAND, SMS, MA ANG 
Ground/Explosive Safety Manager 
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... 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
102D FIGHTER WING (ACC) 

MASSACHUSETTS AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
OTIS AIR NATIONAL GUARD BASE MASSACHUSETTS 

30 June 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM 1 0 2 ~ ~  Fighter Wing Safety Office 
158 Reilly St., Box 15 
Otis ANGB, MA. 02542-1330 

SUBJECT: Sufficient Munitions Storage for HC/D 1.2.1 AIM-120 Missile System 

1. The maximum explosive capacity hazard classification 1.2.1 AIM-120 Missile System that 
can be stored at Otis Air National Guard Base, without waivers is 27,000 lbs. 

2. The 102"~ Fighter Wing is capable of storing the munitions specific assets in the following 
approved munitions storage facilities: 

A. 2 each 40' X 80' Earth Covered Igloo's for a total Net Explosive Weight (NEW) of 
12,000 lbs. 

B. 5 each Above Ground Unbarricaded, ADC-Multicubicale Magazines (30 cells) Type 
11 ADC, Drawing #AD 33-13-20R2 for a total NEW of 15,000 lbs. 

(1) The procedure will be to physically pull the AIM-120 out of its ALL UP 
Round Container (AURC), which will turn the munitions item to HC/D 1.1. 

(2) AIM-120's will be placed on storage stands inside each cell not to exceed 100 
lbs. 

a) 1 Above Ground Multicubicle Magazines with 30 cells is capable of 
storing 3,000 lbs. 

b) 5 Magazines for a total of 15,000 lbs. 

//signed// 
JOHN V. NOLAND, SMS, MA ANG 
Ground/Explosive Safety Manager 
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Tab 7 

Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 
Formula # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

Condition of hfiastnictuue 
Operating Aseas 
1203 
Access to Ademlate Suuersonic Airs~ace 

Identify special use airspace that is suitable for suipersonic training. 

If installation has no nuiway or active nuiway, or no se~viceable. suitable 
~~mivay then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shased" for details. 

Othe~wise, score each special use airspace suitable for supersonic trai~lllq 
accorhp  to the following fomula and retux the single highest score. 

9 4  of Score Categoly 
50 Oyeratiug Holm 
50 Size 

For Operating Hours: 

A supersonic special use airspace gets 100 points if it is available for use 
24 h o ~ ~ s  a day and 0 points if it is ~mavailable for use. (W.4 means 
unavailable for use.) For operatiup hows between those two bo~uiclaries. 
pro-rate the score linearly. See OSD question 1276. col1~1l112 for this 
data. 

For Size: 

If the supersonic special use airspace is at least 150 nautical miles @If) 
by 80 NM in size, and has an altitude block >= 30,000. pet 100 points. 
See OSD question 1276, colrmm 7 for this data. (N/X means uo.) 

Othe~wise. if it is at least 100 NM by 60NM aid has an altitude block >= 
30.000'. get SO points. See OSD question 1276. col~um 6 for this data. 
(NiA riieans no.) 

Otlienvise. if it is at least 100 Nhl by 50 ?Ir%f and has an altitnde block >= 
30.000'. get 60 points. See OSD question 1276, col~mui 5 for this data. 
(N/A ~llclaus no.) 

Othenvise. if it is at least 80 Nnii by 30 NM and has an altituide block =.= 
30.000'. get 40 points. See OSD question 1276. coltullu 4 for this data. 
@/A nieans no.) 

Otheiwise, if it has an airspace vohme ;.= 2,100 NM squared and an 
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Source 

altitude block >= 20.000'. get 20 points. See OSD question 1276. column 
3 for this (X'A means no.) 

Othelwise, get 0 points. 

Example: 
-4 suipersouic special use airspace is listed uuder OSD question 1276. It 
has an aisspace of 105 Nn,i by 61 Nhl in size. with an altitude block of 
32.000'. That airspace is available for use 18 hows a day. 

(SO points for 100 NM by 60 30,000' altitude block airspace * 500,b) 
+( (75 points for 18 hours of me ! (difference behveen 24 hows am10 
hours)) * 5090). 

This equates to 30 size points + 37.5 operating h o w  points = 77.5 points 
for this special use aisspace. The o~erall score is the highest score 
received&y any one sGcial use airspace at the installati& 
DoD 31203; Digital Aemnautical Fli_&t Infomation Files (DAFIF). 30 
Sep 04; FAA ATCAA Database 

Using the referenced algorithm and stated data files, the score listed for Otis is incorrect. 
The formula uses data from OSD Question 1276: 

Section 1 AirlSpace Operations, Question 1276 Airspace Attributes - Supersonic 

3 
Airspace 
Volume 
>=2,100N 4 At least 5 At least 6 At least 7 At leaat 
M 80NM x l00NM x lOONM x 150NM x 
squared 40NM 50NM 60NM 80NM 
and and and and and 

1 2 20,000' altitude altitude altitude altitude 
Airspace Operatin altitude block block block block 8 Not 
Dedgnat g Hours block >=30,000' >=30,000' >=30,000' >=30,000' ussd. 

Org oruext) (Hr) (YealNo) (YealNo) ( Y e w )  (YedNo) (YeJNo) (YeJNo) 
27 W105 24Yes Yes Yes Yes No M A  
27 W106 24 No No No No No N/A 

The file lists W105 with a max block of 100NMx60NM which translates into 80 points. 
The operating hours translates into 100 points. The formula results in 90 points out of a hundred 
for this algorithm. When weighted, this results in 6.048 points, an increase of 3.358 over the 
posted score. 
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Tab 8 

Mission 
Criterion 
Attribute 
Formula # 
Label 
Effective % 
Question 

Fighter 

Conchtion of hfiastn~cttlre 
Operatinp Areas 
1266 
Ranne Collwlex (RCI Suuuorts Mission 
11.95 
If installation has 110 ~-ullway or no active l-umway. or no sel-viceable. 
suitable nluway then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared for details. 

,411 airspace over 150 Nautical Miles (331) away will be ipiosed. See 
OSD t f  1245. colullru 2. (?WA means more than 250 NM.) Data is in OSD 
#s 1266, 1215 and 1271 must be matched via coluum 1 in each question. 

Calculate each of the subcategories scores listed below, and weight as 
listed. 
15O 6 Airspace Volume (A?') 
1 So 0 Operating Ho1u.s (OH) 
1 O0 o Scoreable Range (SR) 
1 1 .2c0 o Ais to Groutid Weapons Delivery (AGWD) 
.7S0 o Low Angle Strafe (LA) 
39 0 Live Orcinance (LO) 
5O o IMC Weapon Release (IW) 
10°o Electronic Combat (EC) 
1 O0 o Laser Use Auth. (LU) 
1 O0 o Lights Out Capable (LC) 
5 O o  Flare Auth. (FA) 
5O.0 Chaff Autli. (CA) 

Each of the subcategolies use the followi~ig general pattem for calculatiig 
them: 

Coliipute a raw total for the base by following the instmctious for the 
respective stbcatego~y total. 
Find the lugliest. (and the lowest, nou-zero raw total for the subcategoly 
across all bases. 
If the raw total = 0. that subcategory score = 0. 
Else. if the raw total = the highest raw total. the subcatego~y score = 100. 
Else. if the raw total = the lowest, uon-zero raw total. tlie s~~bcatego~y 
score = 10. 
Else. pro-rate the raw total between the lowest uon-zero score and tlie 
lughest score on a 10 to 100 scale. 

Once each score for each subcategoiy is known. multiply them by their 
respective weighting percentage and total the results for the overall score. 
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AV Raw Total: 
Get AV for the pts  See OSD # 1277. column 1. (N/A means 0.) 

OH Raw Total: 
Sum the pts for each airspace: 
If the OH < 1 or = N!A. get 0 pts. See OSD # 1266, column 2. 
Else, if the OH = 1 or IMT34T or TN??L.fT. get 10 pts. 
Else. if the OH = 24 or NOTAM, get 100 pts. 
Else. pro-rate the OH behveen 0 and 24 on a 10 to 100 point scale. 

SR Raw Total: 
Suun the yts for each airspace: 
If the SR = Yes. get 100 pts. See OSD # 1366, colmnx~3. 
Else. get 0 pts. 

AGM'D Raw Total: 
Stun the pts for each aisspace: 
If the AGWD = Yes. get 100 pts. See OSD # 1266 column 4. 
Else, get 0 pts. 

LA Raw Total: 
S ~ U U  the pts for each airspace: 
If the LA = Yes. get I00 yts. See OSD $ 1266 columl 5. 
Else. get 0 pts. 

LO Raw Total: 
Sum the pts for each aisspace: 
If LO = Yes. get 100 pts. See OSD if 1274, colmuu 5. 
Else, get 0 pts. 

IW Raw Total: 
Suun the pts for each airspace: 
If IUT = Yes. get 100 pts. See OSD # 1266. coliullu 6. 
Else. get 0 pts. 

EC Raw Total: 
Suuu the pts for each airspace: 
If EC = Yes. get 100 pts. See OSD $ 1266. col~ullu.7. 
Else. get 0 pts. 

LU Raw Total: 
Suuu the pts for each airspace: 
If LU = Yes. get I00 pts. See OSD # 1266, coluunn 8. 
Else. get 0 pts. 

LC Raw Totnl 
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Source 

Sum the pts for each airspace: 
If LC = Yes, get 100 pts. See OSD # 1266, coluumi 9. 
Else. get 0 pts. 

FA Raw Total 
Sum1 the pts for each airspace: 
If FA = Yes. get 100 pts. See OSD 8 1274. col~um 3. 
Else, get 0 pts. 

CA Raw Total 
Sum the pts for each #i.space: 
If CA = Yes. get 100 yts. See OSD # 1273. colunm 4. 
Else, get 0 pts. 

Esample: 
AV = 20.000. get 20.000 pts; 10. 

There are two aisspaces witliin 150 Mi, and they both have these 
characteristics (which means their raw totals will be double the number of 
pts listed) followed by the lowest non-zero and lishest raw totals across 
all bases and snbcategosy scores. 

OH = NOTiU\,I, get 100 pts: 20,000 to 150.000 pts: 10. 
SR = yes. _pet 100 pts; 200 to 500 pts: 10. 
AGWD =No. get 0 pts: 200 to 1000 pts: 10. 
LA = Xo, get 0 yts: 200 to 1000 pts: 0. 
LO = Yes. get 100 pts: 500 to 1000 pts: 10. 
IW = N/A. get 0 pts; 200 to 2000 pts; 0. 
EC = N/A. get 0 yts; 200 to 1000 yts: 0. 
LU = Yes. get 100 pts: 100 to 1000 pts: 20. 
LC = Yes. get 100 pts: 200 to 1000 pts: 10. 
FA =No, get 0 pts: 100 to 1000 pts: 0. 
CA = No. get 0 pts: 100 to 1000 pts; 0. 
Weipl~ted. the overall score = S.325 yts. 
FLIP AP-1A: Falcon View or other certified flinht ulamitln software 

We re-created this formula using ArcGIS and Excel using the stated algorithms. 
Although we could replicate the example with our program, we could not duplicate the scores 
posted for this question. Therefore, we could not calculate the exact increase to the posted score. 
The three additional airspaces drive our overall rank for airspace volume (AV) to number one. 
Adding the three additional airspaces and correcting faulty airspace attribute data could lead to 
an increase as high as 2 points. We did not receive h l l  credit for this question and it is NOT 
reflected in our recalculated MCI. 
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Tab 9 

Criterion 
Attribute 

Question 

Source 

Fighter 
C'ontincencv. Mobilization. Funu-e Forces 

-- .- 

Ability to S11ppo1-t Large-Scale Mobility Deployment 

State installation's pasking MOG for C-I 7 equivalents usiug 
suuveyecUapproved tsansient parking sanq.x. 

If installation has no nuway or no active nuway, or uo serviceable. 
suitable 11~1way then score 0 pts. See section 1.9 "Shared" for details. 

Otheilvise. total the n~unber of C-17 equivalents the installation rsansient 
i.arup can hold. See OSD question 1241. coltuiu 1 for this data. (NiA 
equals 0.) 

If the total 7- 6. get 100 points. 
Otherwise. if the total >= 4. get 75 points. 
Otherwise. if tlie total >= 3, get 25 poiuts. 
Otlie~wise, get 0 points. 

Example: 

The kistallation transient ramp cax~ hold 5 C-17 equivalents. 5 is between 
4 and 6,  so the score is 75 points. 
ASR (Airfield Suitability Repost) 

Otis listed the ability to park three C-17s in the original data call. However, this was 
based on transient parking in a designated small area of the F-15 main ramp. It did not take into 
consideration the two other serviceable ramps at Otis. 

Using all available serviceable ramps, Otis can park in excess of eight C-17s. The 
attached map (Diagram 1, Tab 4) shows the layout meeting all airfield-parking criteria. This 
leads to an additional 1.32 points in our MCI score. 
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